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Abstract
In this paper, we focus on the situation of the real space in which a chance of
communication is lost by a little time lag. We observe and analyze the situation by
the experiment with using Radio Frequency Identification (RFID). In addition, we
propose the system that makes the walkers know the possibility of communication
with their friends near them, with RFID and mail-system on mobile phone.

1 Introduction

People are good at thinking about what is there, but they do not easily notice
what they cannot see. Thinking about “what is not here” is imaging unlimited
possibilities, and we hardly do that. However, sometimes a clue remained at a
place makes us realize the existence of what is not there. When we feel a clue
left by someone, for example, a slight warmth on a chair or scent of perfume in a
room, we awake the existence of someone who was in a place just before. Therefore,
we can imagine the past, so to speak, “the memory in a place” by these clues.
However, we usually do not imagine “the memory in a place”, because these clues
are unperceivable in many cases. If we get a perceivable clue, how possibilities we
can get? In this paper, we focus on that point.

We awake latent possibilities by thinking about what is not there deliberately.
Shigeki Noya, Japanese philosopher, expresses this matter as follows: “We can find
the existence of what does not exist, from a negative description like ‘There IS what
is NOT there.’ It is a mystery of negation.”(Noya, 2001). On the basis of such an
idea, in this paper, the situation in which “there is NO communication.” described
as the situation in which “there IS the lost communication.”.
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Figure 1: Communication-losing situation in the real space.

2 Synchronous communication and “Communication-

losing situation”

Some types of communication on the Internet, such as E-mail, BBS and SNS, are
stored as “information”(1). By the information, we can see the traces of communi-
cation, which lead us to the communication without accessing to the Internet at the
same time. That is, we can join in communications asynchronously, so these kind of
communication is called “asynchronous communication”.

In a real place, however, a chance of communication is lost at once because
there are generally no traces of people who were in a place. Therefore, we can only
communicate with others by sharing the same time and place. We call this kind of
communication “synchronous communication”. Synchronous communication is lost
by a little time lag; besides, we don’t notice that.

In this paper, we focus on the situation in a real space in which a chance of com-
munication is lost by a little time lag. We call this situation “communication-losing
situation”. We can regard the situation where NOTHING happens as the situation
where communication-losing situation happens. Figure 1 explains the situation.
When person B comes a place after T1 seconds within T2 seconds after person A

leaves there, we can say that person A and person B are in the communication-losing
situation. On the other hand, person C (who comes after T2 seconds) or person D

(who share a part of time with person A in a place) is not in the situation.
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Figure 2: RFID tag.

3 Experiment on communication-losing situation

How people lose a chance of communication by a little time lag? We carried out an
experiment on our campus and observed the situations in the real place.

3.1 Overview of the experiment

This experiment was carried out on Shonan Fujisawa Campus, Keio University. In
the experiment, we used the Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) system provided
all over the campus(2). We can know the location of a tag every second by interaction
between tags (Figure 2) and readers . There are 67 readers on the campus and a
reader can sense a tag which is from 5 to 10 meters away from a reader (Figure
3). We carried the experiment two times in different periods; from November 13th
to November 16th, 2007, and from May 1st to May 14 except the holidays, 2008.
Subjects in the former period are 19 undergraduate students, and in the latter period
17 undergraduate students, both of whom belong to the same laboratory. During
the experiment, subjects live in their usual ways on campus with RFID tags.

3.2 Result of the experiment

Figure 4 shows the trajectries of subjects in November 13th. We cannot know the
route they actually moved because there are no readers on passages. Therefore, we
draw the line straightly between the locations where tags are sensed.

In this paper, we set T1 at 1 second and T2 at 600 seconds. Two people in this
range are interpreted as a combination of people losing communication with each
other. From the data of tag numbers and the time when friends go in and out the
room(3), we extract the combinations of tag numbers meet the condition and count
the number of the combinations. The results are showed in Table 1 and 2.

First, we find that the situation often happens except in a class room, for example
in the library, laboratories and coop. The situation happens in a class room to people
who take each class before and after a break, but these cases do not occur so many
times. However, in the library, laboratories and coop, people can go in and out there
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Figure 3: The location of RFID readers on campus.

freely, regardless of class hour, so that the situation often happens.
Second, when we focus on the subjects, as we know by Figure 5, they differed

widely in frequency of being in communication-losing situation. The network shows
the relationship between subjects who were in communication-losing situation on
November 13th, 2007. A node expresses each of subjects and two nodes which were
linked together means being in communication-losing situation.

4 Proposing System for open walkers’ eyes

We propose the system that makes walkers know the possibility of communication
with their friends near them and supports more communication(4)(Figure 6).

Before using this system, users need to resist the E-mail address of their own
mobile phones and the tag numbers of their friends. When users enter rooms where
RFID readers are installed, the system check whether their friends was there or not
from T1 seconds to T2 seconds before, by searching the history of tag IDs of the
room to find tag IDs meet conditions for communication-losing situation. If the
system find the friends in the history, users get the information of the friends, such
as tag numbers, tag names, the time when friends go in and out the room, that is,
“the memory of a place” from an E-mail on mobile phone. If there are no friends in
the history, the system do nothing.

The notable point of this system is using a mobile phone. A mobile phone can
inform us immediately. It is important to inform immediately because the friends
whom the system make known are near users in most cases. Moreover, with the
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Figure 4: The Trajectory of ‘Subjects’ in November 13th.

Table 1: Result of the experiment in the first period

Date Frequency Number of subjects
(times) on the day

11/13/2007 (Tue) 52 13
11/14/2007 (Wed) 2 11
11/15/2007 (Thu) 13 8
11/16/2007 (Fri) 11 10

Table 2: Result of the experiment in the second period

Date Frequency Number of subjects
(times) on the day

5/1/2008 (Thu) 1 6
5/2/2008 (Fri) 7 11
5/7/2008 (Wed) 5 7
5/8/2008 (Thu) 0 8
5/9/2008 (Fri) 5 12
5/12/2008 (Mon) 8 8
5/13/2008 (Tue) 14 11
5/14/2008 (Wed) 1 7
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Figure 5: Network of Subjects who are in the communication-losing situation

mobile phone in their hands, users can call the friends or sent mails at once. Perhaps,
users can meet the friends thanks to this system. Although this system has just basic
functions, we expect that users can resist their friends easily and automatically by
linking with SNS.

By knowing “the memory in a place” with this system, we find the situation
where the possibility of sharing time and place with our friends is lost by a little
time lag. In other words, the system gives us a clue remained at a place in perceivable
form.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we focused on communication in a real place and the situation in
which a chance of communication is lost by a little time lag. We gave the idea,
“communication-losing situation”, and observed how the situation occurs in a real
place through the experiment.

These days, we spend too much time on the Internet and communicate with
people through the network. Network communication flood our life, and commu-
nication in a real place is put aside by the stream. Though people share the same
place, they communicate with someone in a mobile phone, not in the place. For
the people, the meaning of a place is nothing any more. The idea, “communication-
losing situation” and the system we proposed in this paper regain the meaning of a
place and expand the possibility of fortuitous communication in a real place. The
new system, which makes walkers’ eyes open to the new possibilities, creates the
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Figure 6: Proposed System to make known walkers “the memory in a place”.

future of communication in a real place.
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Notes

(1) There are two kinds of architecture, synchronous and asynchronous architec-
ture, on the Internet. Refer to the article (Hamano, 2007) for further details

(2) The RFID system and other related services are provided for supporting re-
search and education by Beluga Project (Tani et al., 2004; Hatano et al.,
2007; Minami, 2007). Refer to the booklet (SFC DNP Project, 2007) for other
approaches with this system.

(3) Data of a tag is sometimes taken intermittently although the tag is in the same
room continuously, because of sensitivity of the readers and tags. Therefore,
data which seem to be continuous is dealt with as so.

(4) This system is developed with using PHP library provided by Beluga Project.
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